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Abstract

Histones play important roles in chromatin, in the forms of various post-
translational modifications (PTMs) and sequence variants, which are called
histone proteoforms. Investigating modifications and variants is an ongoing
challenge. Previous methods are based on antibodies, and because they usu-
ally detect only one modification at a time, they are not suitable for studying
the various combinations of modifications on histones. Fortunately, mass
spectrometry (MS) has emerged as a high-throughput technology for his-
tone analysis and does not require prior knowledge about any modifications.
From the data generated by mass spectrometers, both identification and
quantification of modifications, as well as variants, can be obtained easily.
On the basis of this information, the functions of histones in various cellular
contexts can be revealed. Therefore, MS continues to play an important role
in the study of histone proteoforms. In this review, we discuss the analysis
strategies of MS, their applications on histones, and some key remaining
challenges.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Histones play important roles in chromatin, in the forms of the number of different histone proteo-
forms, e.g., various posttranslational modifications (PTMs) and sequence variants (1). First, there
are numerous PTMs on histones, which include methylation, acetylation, phosphorylation, ubiq-
uitination, and SUMOylation, etc. Each PTM is related to many distinct protein functions. More-
over, some PTMs have cross talk (i.e. combination of modifications) with one another and function
synergistically to regulate gene expression. Reference 2 provides examples of histone PTMs.

Histones have five families: H1, H2A, H2B, H3, and H4. Each family has a canonical se-
quence and different sequence variants. The H1 variants include H1.0–H1.5, H1.t, H1.x, HILS1,
H1oo, etc. The H2A variants include H2A.J, H2A.V, H2A.X, H2A.Z, H2A.Bbd, macroH2A, etc.
The H2B variants include H2B1A, H2B1B, H2B1C, etc. The H3 variants include H3.1–H3.3,
H3.1t, CENP-A, etc. Reference 3 provides examples of histone variants. The diversity of histone
proteoforms makes them a challenge to identify and characterize.

Traditionally, antibody-based methods (e.g., western blot) are used to analyze histone modi-
fications (4). These methods have multiple disadvantages. First, antibodies are not available for
every new PTM discovered. Second, PTMs on neighboring amino acids may prevent antibody
binding, a phenomenon called epitope occlusion. Third, the quantification of PTMs via antibody-
based methods is inaccurate at best. Fortunately, all these disadvantages can be overcome using
mass spectrometry (MS). MS is a sensitive and efficient way to detect both previously identified
and novel PTMs. Moreover, there are various MS-based methods to accurately quantify PTMs.
MS methods also allow for identification and quantification of histone variants, which may be too
similar in sequence to study using antibodies. Thus, MS is the key technology to analyze histone
proteoforms. MS applications on histone proteoforms can be found in the review (5).

Although MS is an important technology, it still faces some challenges. In this review, we
cover the fundamentals of mass spectrometers, three MS strategies (i.e., bottom-up, top-down,
and middle-down) for studying histones, and some remaining challenges of MS.

2. MASS SPECTROMETRY FOR HISTONE ANALYSIS

MS emerged more than a century ago and its application to biology, especially proteins, started as
far back as 1958 (6). Since then, many methods have been developed to analyze proteins, including
improvements in sample preparation, ionization, fragmentation, and detection. In this section, the
fundamental methods and three strategies (i.e., bottom-up, top-down, middle-down) of MS are
introduced.

2.1. Fundamentals of Mass Spectrometry

A typical mass spectrometer consists of four components: a sample inlet, an ion source, a mass
analyzer, and a detector (7). Figure 1a shows a layout for these components. Samples undergoing
mass spectrometric analysis go through numerous steps. First, they have to be introduced into the

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Figure 1
Fundamentals of mass spectrometry. (a) A mass spectrometer consists of four components: a sample inlet, an
ion source, a mass analyzer, and a detector. (b) Precursor ions are scanned in MS1. (c) Some precursor ions
are selected, fragmented, and scanned in MS2. Abbreviations: Ac, Acetylation; MS1 and MS2, first-level
mass spectrum and second-level mass spectrum (respectively); Pr, propionylation.
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instrument. They can be eluted through liquid chromatography (LC) into the mass spectrometer
or embedded in a matrix on a target plate. Then the ion source converts sample molecules to
ions, using electrospray ionization (ESI) or matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (8, 9). In
the magnetic or electric field of the mass analyzer, ions can fly with different rates or circulate with
different frequencies depending on their mass-to-charge ratio (m/z). When ions fly to a detector
or circulate with stable frequency, detection of the ions and digitization of the resultant signal
yields a first-level mass spectrum (MS1), which contains m/z values and intensities for sample ions
(commonly called the precursor ions). Figure 1b shows an example of MS1.

However, MS1 is not enough to distinguish some precursor ions. For example, PEPTIDE and
PEPDITE have the same m/z values. To distinguish these precursor ions, we have to fragment
them and obtain m/z values for their components. For example, PEPT and PEPD have different
m/z values. Therefore, the second level of mass spectrum (MS2) is essential if other information is
lacking (e.g., retention time in LC). To obtain an MS2, a precursor ion is selected from the MS1,
isolated, broken into fragment ions, analyzed, and detected. Figure 1c shows an example of MS2.

To understand the complexity of the MS2 spectra, it is necessary to understand what those peaks
represent. Although a single precursor mass is selected, there are many copies of the precursor
ion available for fragmentation (shown in Figure 1b). Due to different fragmentation efficiencies,
different copies of the precursor ion are fragmented at each site along the amino acid sequence.
Thus, the types and intensities of fragment ions are different (shown in Figure 1c). Additionally,
one sequence can be fragmented into N-terminal and C-terminal parts. For example, -NH-CRH-
CO- is the backbone of one residue (C, H, N, O are the basic elements, with R representing
a specific residue), and the linear connection of residues consists of a sequence. Breaking the
bond -CO-NH-, collision-induced dissociation (CID) produces b and y ions from the N-terminal
and C-terminal parts, respectively; breaking the bond -NH-CRH-, electron transfer dissociation
(ETD) and electron capture dissociation (ECD) produce c and z ions from the N-terminal and
C-terminal parts, respectively (10, 11). The end result is an MS2 that contains the m/z values and
intensities for different N- and C-terminal fragments of the precursor ion.

From the peaks in an MS2, the amino acid sequence can be obtained. The mass difference of
two adjacent peaks is equal to the mass of the amino acid that separates them (e.g., y7 and y8 in
Figure 1c). If all the fragment ions from one terminus are detected in the MS2, the sequence can
be inferred by their mass differences. This is the basis for de novo sequencing, which infers the
sequence from the MS2 directly (12–14). However, typically some fragment ions are missing or
buried in the noise peaks due to lower fragmentation efficiencies at those positions. In this case,
only parts of the sequence can be obtained. Moreover, if the N- and C-terminal fragment ions are
missing (i.e., b1, y1, c1, and z1), the sequence terminus cannot be determined. To overcome these
problems, database searching methods have been developed. A database search matches peaks
from an MS2 with the theoretical fragment ions produced from sequences in a protein database to
obtain the most likely sequence (15–19). If sequences in a protein database are correctly annotated,
database searching is generally more effective than de novo sequencing.

The presence of PTMs further complicates MS2 analysis. All the fragment ions containing a
PTM have a mass shift (equal to the mass of the PTM) compared to the unmodified fragment
ions. If the PTM is not specified in the database search, the modified fragment ions and the MS2
cannot be matched correctly. When the PTM is entered into the database, all potential sites are
considered (e.g., acetylation can occur on any lysine in the sequence). The best matched result
from such a search gives the peptide sequence and assigns the PTM to a single amino acid in that
sequence. Figure 1c shows a spectrum for a histone peptide containing an acetylation site.

However, the types or sites of PTMs are usually unknown. Fortunately, there are two methods
that can resolve this problem. The first method uses the mass difference of the modified and
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Figure 2
Mass spectrometry methods that can be used to analyze histone proteins. Abbreviations: CID, collision-
induced dissociation; ECD, electron capture dissociation; ETD, electron transfer dissociation; ESI,
electrospray ionization; HPLC, high-performance liquid chromatography; LC, liquid chromatography;
MS/MS, tandem mass spectrometry.

unmodified precursor ions (20). This method is fast because it uses only MS1 and LC retention
time information. This analysis requires that both unmodified and modified precursor ions be in
the sample and that at least one of them is present in high abundance. Therefore, this method is not
sensitive for low-level PTMs. The second method is open searching, which opens the precursor
mass tolerance to 300 Da and considers all amino acid sites within the sequence (21). This method
is slow but sensitive. Therefore, once MS2s are collected with modified peptides, both restricted
(known) and unrestricted (unknown) PTMs can be identified and assigned to a specific site.

The above principles are about the collection and interpretation of mass spectra. There are
three MS strategies for analyzing proteins: bottom-up, top-down, and middle-down (shown in
Figure 2).

2.2. Bottom-Up Mass Spectrometry

In bottom-up MS, peptides are analyzed and used for protein identification. The procedure for
bottom-up is as follows. First, proteins are extracted from cells. To reduce sample complexity,
proteins can be separated by different techniques such as two-dimensional gel electrophoresis or
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). Second, proteins are digested into peptides
with proteases. Third, peptides are eluted by LC, ionized, and scanned to generate MS1s. Some
peptides are selected and fragmented to generate MS2s. After the mass spectra are generated,
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peptide sequences are assigned by database searching. The identified peptides can be assembled
into proteins. Therefore, bottom-up is a peptide-centric MS technology.

To digest proteins into peptides, different enzymes can be used. The most commonly used
enzyme is trypsin, which cleaves at the C-terminal of lysine (K) and arginine (R) residues. However,
the direct use of trypsin on histones is problematic. The N-terminal tails of histones are lysine and
arginine rich, so trypsin digestion results in small pieces that cannot be detected by MS. Although
there are miscleavages, the number of miscleavages is small (e.g., one or two), and miscleavages
are not reproducible. Other enzymes can be used, but they are much less specific than trypsin and
also result in nonreproducible digests. Therefore, histones should be derivatized before trypsin
digestion.

There are two derivatization methods reported for histones. The first method uses acetic an-
hydride, which reacts with lysines and blocks trypsin digestion (22, 23). The second method uses
propionic anhydride (24–27). Both chemical acetylation and propionylation occur on unmodified
and monomethylated lysines as well as the N-terminal amino acid. The propionylation not only
blocks trypsin digestion at lysines, but also enhances hydrophobicity of histone peptides, thereby
increasing the chromatographic resolution of different peptides. After the trypsin digestion, an-
other propionyl group is added to the N-terminal of each peptide, further enhancing hydropho-
bicity. The increase in hydrophobicity and reproducible digestions resulting from propionylation
make this the preferred derivatization method for histones.

2.3. Top-Down Mass Spectrometry

In contrast to bottom-up, top-down analyzes whole proteins. The top-down procedure is as
follows. First, protein mixtures are separated. Second, they are eluted and introduced into the
instrument. Third, proteins are scanned, and MS1s are generated. Some proteins are selected
and fragmented to generate MS2s. After the mass spectra are generated, they can be identified as
proteins by database searching. Therefore, top-down is a protein-centric MS technology.

There are several differences between top-down and bottom-up methods. First, the molecular
weights of precursor ions are significantly different. In bottom-up, the lengths of tryptic peptides
are often between 6 and 20 amino acids. Thus, most peptides are ∼2 kDa. In top-down, proteins
are often longer than 100 amino acids and larger than 10 kDa. For example, the molecular weights
of canonical histones are between 11 kDa and 15 kDa. The different molecular weights lead to
different properties and challenges. Peptides are generally soluble, whereas proteins are often
insoluble. Peptides and proteins require different types of separation. Peptides typically have low
charge states (+2 or +3 charge states), whereas proteins are highly charged (+10 to +100 charge
states).

Second, the fragmentation type is different. In CID, the fragmentation energy is high, and labile
modifications will be lost (e.g., phosphorylation). In ETD, the fragmentation method results in
electron transfer, and it is better for highly charged ions and labile modifications. In bottom-up,
there are only a few PTMs on one peptide, so both CID and ETD can be used. In top-down,
histones are highly charged and there are multiple PTMs, so ETD or related ECD is essential for
studying PTMs on whole proteins.

Third, the data complexity is different. In bottom-up, it is easy to identify the monoisotopic
peak and charge state for precursor ions in high-resolution MS. Sometimes there are two or more
peptides coeluting, which can make analysis more complex. Fortunately, several methods have
been developed to determine the monoisotopic peak and charge state for peptides (28–32). In
top-down, it is difficult to detect the monoisotopic peak and charge state, even if there is only one
precursor ion and the MS is high resolution. Usually, the monoisotopic peak is buried in the noise,
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and the resolution is not high enough to distinguish charge states. Manual interpretation of these
data is difficult for these reasons. Although several computational methods have been developed
to resolve these problems, their performance needs to be improved (33–35). Because the fragment
ions in top-down are also highly charged, their monoisotopic peaks and charge states also need
be determined. PTMs lead to similar or the same m/z values for precursor ions, which further
complicates data analysis. The high number of PTMs on histones makes top-down analysis of
histone proteoforms very complex.

For these reasons, top-down is more difficult than bottom-up. However, top-down has the
advantage of viewing all the PTMs at the protein level. The whole protein can also be sequenced,
making histone variants easy to study. To combine the advantages of top-down (global view of
PTMs and variants) and bottom-up (easy to operate and sensitive), middle-down was developed.

2.4. Middle-Down Mass Spectrometry

As implied by the name, middle-down is in between top-down and bottom-up. The procedure
is similar to bottom-up. The difference is that specific enzymes are used to obtain much longer
peptides. For example, Glu-C is used to cleave histone H3 at the C-terminal of glutamic acid
and to obtain the 1–50 peptide. Similarly, Asp-N is used to cleave histone H4 at the N-terminal
of aspartic acid and to obtain the 1–23 peptide. Middle-down histone peptides have multiple
PTMs and can be used for combinatorial PTM analysis. Because the peptides in middle-down
are much longer than those in bottom-up, middle-down has similar problems as top-down and is
less sensitive than bottom-up. Middle-down peptides have much wider charge-state distributions
than bottom-up peptides. Only one charge state is selected at a time for fragmentation. Thus, the
signal in each charge state is lower in middle-down than in bottom-up.

The above three strategies all have their own advantages and disadvantages. Bottom-up is
easy to operate and the most sensitive. However, it lacks the global view of PTMs and loses the
relationship between peptides and proteins (i.e., it is difficult to distinguish proteins and their
variants by peptides). Top-down is able to view all PTMs and protein variants but is difficult to
operate and less sensitive. Middle-down is in the middle. Nowadays, bottom-up is mature and has
become the workhorse in mass spectrometric analysis, whereas top-down and middle-down are
promising but require expertise.

3. APPLICATIONS

Because histones are heavily modified and have several sequence variants, analysis of histone
proteoforms is very difficult. Fortunately, MS can provide a vast amount of information in a
high-throughput way and without prior knowledge. With different techniques, identification and
quantification are the basic information obtained from MS. More information can be obtained
through, for example, distinguishing histone variants, the discovery of histone-binding proteins,
and the analysis of combinatorial histone PTMs. Thus, MS is a powerful tool for uncovering
histone function. With the further development of MS, more functions and applications will be
found in the future.

3.1. Identification of Novel Sites or Types of Histone
Posttranslational Modifications

In contrast to antibody-based methods, MS does not need any prior knowledge of PTMs. One
application of MS is to find more sites for the known types of PTMs (e.g., new acetylation
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sites within histones). In these cases, the PTMs can be identified by MS2 and database searches.
From the identification results, the spectra of the specific PTM can be separated. Generally, the
identification results need to be manually checked because the site assignment of PTMs will lead
to a combinatorial explosion of candidate sequences and a high false discovery rate (FDR). Thus,
to confirm a PTM site, several steps need be done. First, the match score should be high enough.
Second, the sequence and the spectrum should match well, and there should be fragment ions
to support the PTM site assignment. Third, the chromatography of the precursor ion should be
checked. Only after all of these properties are checked can the site be considered reliable. These
tools are useful for newly discovered PTMs as well, e.g., citrullination of arginine on histones (36).
If the site appears unreliable, the sample preparation should be improved.

Another application is to find unexpected PTMs. As mentioned in Section 2.1, open searching
is usually used for novel PTM identification. Similar to restricted searching, the identification
results from open searching also need to be checked. At the beginning, only the PTM mass
and potential site are known. The results can be compared with the PTM database Unimod
(http://www.unimod.org). If the mass and site match well, this PTM is already known. Otherwise,
this PTM may be novel. If the combinational mass of known PTMs is still not equal to this
PTM (e.g., the sum of two modifications, or one modification minus another modification), more
techniques are needed to validate it. Crotonylation of lysine on histones was found in this way
(37).

If there is no enrichment, the concentration of novel PTM sites and types can be low. In these
cases, the most sensitive bottom-up should be used to discover novel PTM sites or types.

3.2. Quantification of Histone Posttranslational Modifications

Knowing the type and site of a PTM is important. More important is to know the level of PTMs,
because the level can be related to function, e.g., gene regulation. There are two kinds of quan-
tification methods: label-based methods and label-free methods. In the label-free method, no
extra experiments are needed. However, the reproducibility is very important for reliable analysis.
One label-free method is spectral counting, in which the number of identified spectra is used to
quantify precursor ions (38–40). However, there are factors that affect the identification, includ-
ing ionization efficiency and precursor selection. In a word, spectral counting is simple, but it is
inaccurate.

Another label-free method relies on calculating the area under the precursor peak (41). For
one sequence with different modifications, such as unmodified, mono-, di-, tri-, methylation, the
area under each precursor peak is calculated. Then the proportion of each form is calculated by
dividing by the total area. The reproducibility of this method is also important. In bottom-up MS,
miscleavages will affect the calculation of the total area and lead to the inaccurate assignment of
proportions to each form.

There are two kinds of labeling methods: in vitro and in vivo. Chemical derivatization, such
as isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantitation (iTRAQ), is an in vitro method (42–44).
In iTRAQ, samples are treated separately. After trypsin digestion, each sample interacts with
different reagents. Each reagent contains a reporter group and a balance group. In the 4-plex
reagents, the masses of reporter groups are 114, 115, 116, and 117 Da, and the corresponding
masses of balance groups are 31, 30, 29, and 28 Da. Then the four samples are equally mixed. In
the MS1s, the same peptides from different samples elute at the same time and are detected as
the same m/z. All the peptides are selected and fragmented, during which the balance groups are
lost and the reporter groups are detected. The relative ratios of the reporter groups in the MS2s
represent the relative quantification of the peptide from the four different samples.
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Metabolic stable isotope labeling, such as stable isotope labeling by amino acids in cell culture
(SILAC), is an in vivo labeling method (45). In SILAC, one sample is cultured in normal media
(light), while the other is cultured in heavily labeled media (heavy), e.g., 13C6

15N2 on lysine and
13C6

15N4 on arginine. Because trypsin digests at the C-terminal of lysine and arginine, all tryptic
peptides will be labeled heavily. After the cells are harvested, the light and heavy samples are mixed
equally. In MS1s, the heavy peptide and the light peptide have a mass difference of 8 Da (one
heavy lysine) or 10 Da (one heavy arginine), or some other combination. The heavy and light pairs
are determined and the relative ratio can be calculated by the intensity of each peptide. After one
of them is fragmented and an MS2 spectrum is generated, the peptide sequence will be identified.

In SILAC, the heavy and light isotopes are mixed early during sample preparation, whereas
in iTRAQ, the heavy and light isotopes are mixed after trypsin digestion. Therefore, it is easy
to introduce biases with iTRAQ. Nevertheless, both SILAC and iTRAQ need be calibrated to
ensure proper relative quantification.

For bottom-up, the quantification of peptides can be accurate in label-based methods. However,
it is difficult to obtain accurate protein quantification because of shared peptides between protein
variants and the varying ionization efficiencies of different peptides. For top-down, there are no
such problems.

3.3. Distinguishing Histone Variants

Each histone has its own family. In some families, the variants can have as little difference as a few
amino acids. To distinguish them is a challenge that requires both separation and MS. First, bulk hi-
stones can be separated into each family (as shown in Figure 2) by reversed-phase HPLC. Second,
each family can be separated further by other methods, such as weak cation exchange hydrophilic
interaction LC. Third, mass spectrometers are used to identify the family members. For bottom-
up, the unique peptides help to distinguish the variants. However, these unique peptides may not
be identified for many reasons having to do with, for example, ionization efficiency, precursor
selection, fragmentation, and the algorithms for identification. Thus, it is difficult to study most
variants using bottom-up. Instead, top-down is usually used to investigate histone variants. Because
top-down is not as sensitive as bottom-up, larger amounts of sample are needed for top-down than
bottom-up. After the data are generated, computational programs may be utilized to identify the
variants and their PTMs. In summary, distinguishing histone variants is a big challenge for MS-
based technologies and involves many steps including separation, MS, and data analysis. There are
several papers that delve into analyzing histone variants using top-down methods (see, e.g., 46–48).

3.4. Discovery of Histone-Binding Proteins

Histone PTMs can bind proteins to regulate genes (49–51). To discover histone-binding proteins,
histone peptides are used as baits to essentially pull down histone binders from cell lysates. The
binders are both identified and quantified using mass spectrometric methods, named forward and
backward experiments. In the forward experiment, the light lysate with the unmodified histone
peptide serves as the control, and the heavy lysate with the modified histone peptide serves as the
experiment. The control and the experiment are then mixed equally. If there is a protein binding
to the modified histone peptide, the heavy-to-light ratio should be high. For further confirmation,
the backward experiment needs be done by switching the histone peptide baits so that the modified
histone peptide is used with a light lysate. In this experiment, the heavy-to-light ratio should be
low. The two samples require preparation for MS analysis. The proteins eluted from the histone
peptides can be separated by gel electrophoresis. The gels are cut into bands. In-gel digestion is
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carried out, and bottom-up data are obtained for each band. Computational methods are used
to identify and quantify the histone-binding proteins. These experiments generate long lists of
candidate proteins; therefore, candidate proteins need to be studied to assess biological function.

3.5. Analysis of Combinatorial Histone Posttranslational Modifications

In general, a single PTM can have various functions, such as acetylation, methylation, and phos-
phorylation (52–54). Recently, it has been found that several histone PTMs work together, e.g.,
K27me1–3/S28ph on H3, which means mono-, di-, or trimethylation occurs on lysine 27 while
phosphorylation simultaneously occurs on serine 28 (55). Because histones are heavily modified,
there are many potential PTM combinations to be discovered, which poses challenges for current
technologies. One potential approach is as follows. As mentioned above, the histone-binding pro-
teins can be discovered by one PTM. Then other PTMs near the binding site can also be identified.
When one of the latter PTMs is changed to the unmodified form, it can be determined whether
the abundance of the binding protein has been changed. If so, the latter PTM is the combinatorial
one with the PTM on the binding site. Therefore, this analysis is the most complex.

4. CHALLENGES

Despite recent advances in MS techniques, there are still many challenges, including those in
sample preparation, MS, and data analysis. When these challenges are overcome, MS will become
even more powerful for probing histone PTMs and their functions.

4.1. Sample Preparation

As mentioned above, there are two significant differences between peptides and proteins: Peptides
are generally soluble, whereas proteins can precipitate. Also, peptides are separated relatively easily,
whereas proteins can be more difficult to separate. For these reasons, bottom-up has become a
common approach, and there are several protocols for sample preparation. Top-down needs to
be improved before it can become a high-throughput and widely applied technology.

4.2. Mass Spectrometry

The mass spectrometer is also not perfect. At least five aspects of MS can present problems:
ionization efficiency, precursor ion selection, fragmentation, detection, and resolution. First, the
ionization efficiency is different for all precursor ions. Some precursor ions ionize well and can be
detected easily, whereas others ionize poorly. In one protein, the quantification of peptides is dif-
ferent due to different ionization efficiencies. Therefore, ionization efficiency can cause problems
for identification and quantification.

Second, precursor ion selection is another problem. In data-dependent acquisition mode
(DDA), the top n most intense peaks are selected for fragmentation. In DDA, an isolation window
of 2 Da is used and allows for one or more precursor ions to be selected for fragmentation. To
prevent repeated selection of the same precursor ions, the dynamic exclusion windows can be set
such that several seconds pass between selecting precursor ions with the same mass. However,
this mode is not suitable for low-abundance precursor ions because they may never be selected
for fragmentation. Some low-abundance precursor ions are important. For example, when some
precursor ions contain PTMs, their abundances are often low if no enrichment or purification
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has been done. To overcome this problem, data-independent acquisition mode (DIA) is used to
fragment all precursor ions in a wider window (56–58). For example, the MS1 can be partitioned
into windows of 25 m/z. With this approach, many precursor ions, including the low-abundance
precursor ions, can be fragmented at the same time. The large number of precursor ions frag-
mented makes it difficult to identify the MS2s. Thus, DDA and DIA both have their own pros
and cons.

Third, fragmentation is not well understood, and this has implications for identification and
quantification. Some mechanisms have been identified, such as charge-remote fragmentation (59);
however, this is just the tip of the iceberg. The lack of accurate intensity predictions when gen-
erating theoretical spectra means that only the m/z values of theoretical ions are used in database
searching. Alternatively, the fragmentation patterns can be archived in a spectral library and will
then carry more information than m/z values alone. From this point of view, spectral library
searching is more accurate than database searching (60).

Fourth, there are MS detection limitations. In sample mixtures, some proteins and peptides
are abundant, whereas others are scarce. If the peaks are weak or buried in noise, they will be
difficult to detect. Therefore, it is important to separate the high- and low-abundance proteins
or peptides. Another challenge can come from the isotopic distribution, especially in top-down.
Because the molecular weights of proteins are much larger than those of peptides, there are many
more isotopic peaks, and the peak intensities are in a normal distribution. The large number of
isotopic components causes the monoisotopic peak (the peak corresponding to ions with molecular
mass calculated using only the most common isotope of each element in the molecule) to be
much lower in intensity than the middle peaks. When the difference is as large as four orders of
magnitude, such as is the case for 15-kDa proteins, it is difficult to detect the monoisotopic peak.
Therefore, detection is important for correctly assigning identity.

Lastly, MS resolution can be a limitation. Resolution is a measure of the ability to separate
adjacent peaks. For bottom-up, the resolution is high enough to separate isotopic peaks. The
charge state is determined easily by the m/z intervals between the isotopic peaks and is usually +2
or +3. However, for top-down, the resolution is not high enough. For example, the m/z interval
of +20 is 0.05016 (the mass difference of 13C and 12C divided by 20), and the m/z interval of +21
is 0.04777. The mass difference is 0.00239, which is 0.12 ppm at 20 kDa. It is difficult to have such
high resolution and mass accuracy. To obtain high resolution, scan speed is low and this decreases
the speed of data acquisition. Therefore, there is a balance between resolution and speed.

4.3. Data Analysis

Several computational problems impact data analysis. First, the mass spectra need to be pre-
processed. Preprocessing includes noise deletion, monoisotopic peak and charge state detection,
spectra filtration, and spectra clustering (61). The most important is monoisotopic peak and charge
state detection. As mentioned above, it is easy to determine the monoisotopic peak and charge
state for precursor ions in bottom-up. However, in middle-down and top-down, the detection
of the monoisotopic peak and charge state is much more difficult due to the limitations in MS
detection and resolution. Moreover, the coeluted precursor ions in DDA and the cofragmented
precursor ions in DIA make the MS2s more complex. For the former, each precursor ion that is
detected can be identified by the MS2. For the latter, the fragment ions can be correlated to the
corresponding precursor ions by their similar chromatography.

Second, identification needs to be improved. Although several algorithms have been developed
for bottom-up, the identification rate is still low—only 10–40% of the spectra can be identified.
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There are many reasons for the low identification rates, such as sample loss, MS loss, and
imperfectness of algorithms (62). When the sample preparation and MS are done well, the
identification rate can be as high as 80%. One example comes from the ABRF iPRG 2013 study
(63). The challenge is to increase the identification rate at a certain FDR. Some exceptions should
be considered in spectral identification, such as unexpected PTMs and semi- or nonspecific
digestion. These lead to a combinatorial explosion of candidates and more false positives. How
to process them quickly and accurately is key for accurate identification. Furthermore, there are
methods to control the FDR. For each spectrum, the p-value can be calculated from the score
distribution of candidates. For all spectra, FDR can be calculated by the mixture model of correct
and incorrect matches or by target-decoy database searching (64, 65).

The site localization of PTMs is a special identification problem. If there is more than one
potential PTM site on a peptide, this will cause problems for site localization (66). The fragment
ions between the two sites should be checked, and they can distinguish the sites. The probability
of each potential site can be calculated from these distinguishable ions. If there is a significant
difference in the probability of two sites, then the most probable site is the correct one. Other-
wise, the site localization cannot be determined. This assumes that there is only one correct site.
In some situations, several precursor ions with one sequence but different sites coelute and are
cofragmented. In this case, all potential sites should be detected.

Third, quantification should be checked carefully because problems can arise from both ex-
perimental and computational work. When carrying out experiments, samples should be mixed
equally. However, this is difficult to control, so the distribution of quantification needs to be
checked. The initial quantification can be normalized to the center of distribution. Moreover,
interferences in quantification, such as noise peaks and coeluted precursor ions, can cause issues.
Even in DDA, ∼50% of MS2s are mixed spectra (67). When interference happens, the quantifica-
tion may be inaccurate. Only isotopes that do not have interfering peaks can be used for accurate
quantification. Therefore, detecting non- or less-interfered isotopes or removing overlapping
peaks is key to improving the accuracy of quantification.

Lastly, data analysis pipelines should be available. In a single experiment, considerable raw
data will be generated, including technical replicates. Identification and quantification are the
basic analyses. However, several steps to run these basic analyses must be implemented, such as
format conversion, database indexing, database searching, result filtering, and quantification (61).
It is easy to make mistakes when setting parameters, and it is time-consuming to run each step
manually. The ideal pipeline is to prepare the raw data, database file, and parameter file once
and then run each step automatically to obtain the results. This will decrease the amount of work
associated with basic analyses, allowing researchers to focus on deeper analysis, such as checking
protein function.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A mass spectrometer detects the m/z values of ions. From the MS2s, the sequences of peptides
or proteins can be determined. Using label-free or label-based methods, quantification can be
obtained—lending insight into protein function. The basic analyses of identification and quan-
tification can be implemented with three strategies: bottom-up, top-down, and middle-down.
Each strategy has its pros and cons. When applied to histones, these strategies provide a wealth
of information. In contrast to antibody-based methods, no prior knowledge is needed for MS
analysis. Therefore, MS is a powerful technology for studying histone proteoforms and their
functions. MS can provide information about novel types or sites of PTMs, including combi-
national PTMs; can distinguish histone variants; and can identify histone-binding proteins. To
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complete these tasks, techniques need be optimized, via sample preparation, MS methods, data
analysis platforms, etc. Although these techniques are imperfect, they have helped to resolve many
practical problems. In the future, these techniques will improve further, and more discoveries will
follow.
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